
Documentation Book of Sand / Singular Hands

A collaborative project between the artists Matt Bryans, Håvard Sagen, Ananda Serné and 
social anthropologist/sociologist Merete Jonvik that took place from May to July 2021 at 
three artist-run spaces in Rogaland, Norway. 

Together we explored the dormant mythologies of three specific locations in Rogaland: a 
historic mining landscape, a marketplace, and agricultural surroundings. These locations host 
the artist-run spaces Velferden Sokndal Scene for Samtidskunst, Studio17 (Nytorget, 
Stavanger) and Studio K (Kvernaland, Time). The three spaces are situated in culturally 
significant places currently undergoing transformation. The intention of “Book of Sand / 
Singular Hands” was to let echoes from these silenced places return and to inhabit the sonic/
physical structures through an accumulating and multi-authored collaboration. It was our 
aim to introduce material from discontinued worlds, to absorb the local environment through 
the landscape, people and their stories and then continue these narratives through different 
mediums.



Velferden Sokndals Scene for Samtidskunst
Five-week residency that resulted in a guided walk in the 
post-mining landscape around Velferden.

Research phase: exploring the acoustics of the 
former Blåfjell mine, the beaver carvings and 
locations to make a handprint in the sand. 



Getting to know the landscape around Velferden through talks with geologist Pål Thjømøe.





Ananda Serné recorded soprano Bodil Arnesen doing vocal exercises in the cave of the former Blåfjell mine.



Open day at Velferden Sokndals Scene for Samtidskunst
 13/06/2021 

Velferden Sokndals Scene for Samtidskunst is an artist-run 
space situated in a post-mining landscape. At Velferden we 
participated in a five-week residency where we made new 
work and concluded our stay with a guided walk. Each of 
us talked about our work and experiences at Velferden as we 
walked through the landscape. 
 Ananda Serné collaborated with opera singer Bodil 
Arnesen on a video/sound piece in the former Bjåfjell mine. 
 Matt Bryans explored the beaver population in the 
river next to the residency and combined their wood 
carvings with his own woodwork. During the walk, he 
introduced the audience to wooden pieces in the landscape 
and refrained from clarifying which pieces were made by 
him and which carvings were the work of the beavers. 
 With permission from Titania Mining Company, 
Håvard Sagen worked in the sand deposits and made a 
permanent hand imprint from cement, mining sand and 
abandoned metal. The imprint can be seen from the sur-
rounding peaks. 
 The walk ended with a talk by geologist Pål 
Thjømøe. 



The voice of opera singer Bodil Arnesen resonated 
between the walls of an office building that used to 
belong to the mining company. 

Link to the video: https://vimeo.com/571649733

https://vimeo.com/571649733


Matt Bryans taking the audience on a walk to the 
wood carvings and beaver lodge. 



Working alongside the beavers and collected 
wood during the open day. 



A walk to the handprint made by Håvard Sagen, concluded with a talk by geologist Pål Thjømøe.









Handprint on social media as seen by hikers.



Studio17, Stavanger
Three-week working period concluded with an exhibition. 

Studio17 is an artist-run space at Nytorget in Stavanger. The 
projectroom will soon have to move out of the building to make 
way for Stavanger Kommune’s new plans for Nytorget and we 
reacted to these developments by rigorously transforming the 
white interior of the space thinking about notions such as speed 
and development; hastily boarded up properties; whitewashed 
windows; unfinished construction projects never followed 
through to completion; the domestic ´waiting rooms´ of 
suburbia: the attic/loft, the basement, the garage, the garden shed, 
and skeletal structures. 
 Using both salvaged architectural fragments and the 
living language of the construction industry, it was our aim to 
turn the interior of Studio17 into a labyrinthic construction. How 
people negotiated the space physically was altered in 
fundamental ways, as was the lighting, the air quality, the 
temperature, the smell, and the sound. All these elements worked 
together to achieve an immersive three-dimensional sensory 
experience.

Glow-in-the-dark silkscreen print.















Studio K, Kvernaland
Two-week working period and exhibition.

Studio K is an artist-run space in Kvernaland housed in a 
building that used to be a bakery. Here, we continued our aim to 
alter the sensory experience of the space by collecting material 
found in the landscape around StudioK and turning it into an 
inventory of scents that we placed in the windows. The audience 
was invited to independently compose a scent palette by opening 
the different jars.

Collecting scents in the landscape around Studio K.








